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ABSTRACT

Weaknesses in educational software currently available in the domain of
mathematics ure discLssed. We present a technique that we use for the
design and production of mathematics software aimed at improving
problem-solving skills which combines sound pedagogy and innovative
programming. To illustrate the design portion of our technique, we
present a s'storyboard° for a sample problem from elemetary algebra.
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The increased availability of microcomputers in the late 1970s was viewed

with high hopes by many in the educational community. Si..oe then, the

presence of compters in the classroom has met with mixed reviews. There are

a number of reasons for this response. They include the ambivalent attitudes

of teachers, students and school administrators toward computers, the high

costs of computer hardware and software, ano the poor quality of much of the

educational software now available. In this parer the major shortcomings of

currently available educational sof ware will be discussed. In addition a

design strategy for overcoming these weaknesses will be presented. Finally, a

listoryboare will be presented as an example of one stage of this design

strategy,

The most significant shortcoming of Available mathematics educational

software is the paucity of material devoted to teaching problem solving

skills. The National Assessment of Educational Progress (1983) survey found

that most students did well in exercises that assessed routine math skills,

but performed poorly on multi-step prob,eMs which assessed higher level

cognitive skills. For example, both research and remedial mathematics

instruction conducted by our group indicate that translating statements

expressing mathematical r iationships into algebraic notation is very

difficult for most students. In light of these findings our primary goal has

been to develop educational software which will both assess and improve

problem solving skills.

Ancther serious problem with existthg educational software is that it is

unimaginative. This problem occurs because most software designers insist on

using printed teaching aids, such as workbooks, as their model. Such an

approach ignores the unique capabilities of the computer. Consequently,

software, developed in this way is of the drill-and lactice or electronic



workbook type in which little meaningful interaction is required on the part

of the student. In this type of software student interaction is limited to an

occasional yes/no response or to answering multiple choice questions. In

other words the computer display mimics a print,:d pge. With over 90% of

available mathematics software being of this type, it is not surprising that

:aaay teachers and sch,..1 administrators are ambivalent about computer-assisted

instruction. In this period of tight budgets school administrators cannot be

expected to invest in expensive "Leaching machines' which are no better than

traditional educational material. In future applications, the computer's

analytic power and large memory capability must be used to create a more

flexible learning environment which can respond to individual student needs.

Our primary goal in developing mathematics educational software is to

produce a pedagogically sound learning environment which uses the ccmputer's

unique capabilities . One of these capabilities is the computer's ability to

analyze and respond to free-form answers. For example, suppose we want to see

if the user understands a certain functional relationship. To do so, we could

have the computer ask the taestion, °What happens to Y as X increases?' One

unexciting way to elicit a response is to ask the user to select frcm among

the multiple choices: a) increases, b) decreases c) stays the same.

of this kind leave very little opportunity for the computer to analyze error

patterns. A p)re interactive approach would be to let the user input a

free- -form response. This would give the user the freedom to choose from a

number of possible answers, such as °increases°, °gets bigger° or °shrinks°,

which the computer could later interpret. Given the analytical power of

computers, recognizing a number of acceptable free-form answers is a perfectly

reasonable feature to incoporate into the software. In the odd event that the

student's response is not in the set of recognizable choices, a message would

Responses
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he displayed on the screen telling tile user that the comnuter cannot recognize

his/her answer and that s/he should try to respond in a different way.

A more important reason ror using free-forM responses is that they allow us

to look for error patterns which may be indicative of student misconceptions.

This featu.e is important because in many cases these misconceptions interfere

with learning. A number of research studies conducted by our group (Clement,

1982; Clement, Lochhead and Monk, 1981; Lochhead, 1980; Mestre, Gerace and

Lochhead, 1982; Mestre and Lochhead, 1983; Rosnich, 1981; Rosnick and Clement,

1980) have revealed that a wide spectrum of people are not able to correctly

translate statements relating two variables into algebraic equations. We have

'consistently fovn?. the same difficulties among students from five distinct

cultural groups, among college undergraduates majoring in techn4c:..1 fiolds like

engineering, and among both high school and college faculty member:.. These

studies reveal two misconceptions which are very difficult to overcome. One

consists of translating the mathematical statements into algebraic equations

using a left-to-right word-order match with, little regard to the mathematical

content of the statement. The other consists of treating mathematical

variables as if they were l'bels.

Our findings also indicate that students who hold a particular

misconception do not reach the appropriate level of understanding when they

are simply shown the correct answer or solution. This evidence suggests that

misconceptions are deep-seated and require a sustained effort to be

dislodged. However, once these misconceptions are dislodged students are able

to accomodate the correct concepts, In response to these findings, we suggest

the following guidelines when designing math problem-solving software. First,

the software should anticipate student misconceptions. In order to accomplish

this goal designers must be familiar with common error patterns that students

5
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I
reveal when solving the problems of interest. This information can be

obtained by consulting appropriate studies in educational research; if

research on the types of problems of interest is not available. then a pilot

research study can help identify areas wh::..re students experience

difficulties. With a good understanding of those areas that cause

difficulties, software can be designed that will detect common error patterns

by analyzing the free-form responses of the student. Next, a conflict must be

established in the student's mind between his/her answer and the correct

solution to the problem. This can be accomplished by means of a series of

carefully designed questions in the form of a computer-directed 'Socratic

dialogue'. Tn this part of the program the student is led by a series of

logical steps to the realization that his/her answer is inconsistent with some

aspect of the problem. Final)y, the student is guided through another

interactive, computer-directed dialogue which helps him/her reach the

appropriate level of understanding.

Today's software does not possess features which allow an instructor to

analyze the cognitive processes used by students engaged in solving problems.

One way to use computers as an interface between the student's thought

processes and the teacher's ability to interact with these thought processes

is to develop software which keeps a permanent record of student progress

towards the solution of a problem. The instructor can then make use of this

information when planning class lectures and tutor!.ais. Including this type

of feature in software would help increase the quality of personalized

instruction within a classroom setting.

Educational mathematics software is often both designed and coded by the

same person. We feel that this method should be modified since this person is

rarely both an expert educator and an expert coder. Software which has been

4
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innovatively programmed, complete with video-arcade graphics and sound, but

which fails to use eifect4vn e*,.;:fing methcd.9 may provide the student with a

good time but will do little to educate. Similarly, software which is

designed soundly from an educational standpoint may fail to motivate if it

looks uninteresting. Obviously what is needed is a combination of sound

pedagogy and innovative coding.

Our development approach divides tasks between people with different

areas of expertise. The design is undertaken by experts in pedagogy, namely

teachers and educational researchers, while the programming is carried out by

expert coders. Separating these two tasks assures that each expert will focus

on his or her area of .expertise. We should quickly point out that we are not

advocating that the design and coding tasks be divorced; rather, we advocate a

collaborative effort in which the coders advise the designers on ways to

maximally exploit the full power of the compu,:er to accomplish the stated

aims. For example, educators may not be familiar with the computer's ability

to highlight or blink text, to delay before am: after critical voids or

phrases, to produce pictures and graphics, or to divide the screen into a

number of independent windows. The task of the eaucators in this

collaboration is to produce a ' storyboard', that is, the detailed flow-chart

of the content of the )dole designating all the decisions,' messages, and

branch points that will occur at every step along the way. The storyboard is

then turned over to an expert programmez whu codes the storyboard in the

appropriate computer language.

These two factors, an emphasis on improving higher-level problem-solving

skills and a division of the design tasks between educators and coders should

result in software that is both innovative and eaucationally sound. We now

provide an example of a storyboard for a problem from elementary algebra.

5
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SAMPLE STORYBOARD

The following seven pages contain a sample storyboard for the following

problem:

The amount of money collected at an auction was $1000 more than the

estimate made by the organizers. If the organizers estimated that E

would be colle "ted at the auction, write an equation which expresses the

actual amount of money collected at the auction, M, in terms of E.

Certain details are not covered in the storyboard, such as the conventions

that will be adopted by both the designers and the coders to ensure

consistency. The notation used in the storyboard goes as follows:

6
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1) Curly brackets are notes to the crier (i.e. i l )

2) Square brackets denote inputs (i.e. (...) ).

3) Tests of inputs are enclosed between slashes (i.e.

The screen design will make use of techniques such as text highlighting,

flashing, and graphics. Most of the interaction will make use of the

following screen design:

PROBLEM WINDOW .

EQUATION BOX

EQUATION LINE

MESSAGE WINDOW

PROMPT WINDOW

9

How these portions of
the screen will be

used is delineated 3n
the storyboard.



I. (According to some pre-deterained selection

process, select a problea frog the 'problea library'

and present it in the Probles Window)

(In Message Window, write)

'Type in your answer ar,d press RETURN'

---) )-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-) 2. (Input SS) ( ! (-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-4,-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-:-(-(-(-(--

1 ( where by S$ we sean a string

1

variable containing a response.

In this case, the response is an equation.

I Analyze the input character by character as follows:

a) Accept and print in the Equation Line any of the following

characters; s, h, e, E, +, -, =, I, 0. Print E and M only in Caps.

Accept M, a, E, e, and =, only once; if the student attempts to enter any of

these a second tiae, don't print thee, give a short beep, and

write the following aessage in the Proapt Window: 'This character

is only allowed once.'

Note that the set of allowed characters is problea-dependent.

The set of allowed characters will reside in a data file

corresponding to the particular problea.

However, any allowed characters which are letters mill only be

allowed once in any problea. Further, thy equal sign, =, will

only be allowed once in any probles.

b) if the student enters / or t, do not print, give short beep, and give

the following aessage in Proapt Window; 'The problem does riot require

aultiplication or division.:

c) If the student enters %I, 1,1, or 4' do not print, beep, and give the

following message in the Proapt Window; 'The equation can be mtten

without this symbol.' This will apply to all probleas.

d) If student tries to enter any other key, beep, ar,d give the following aessage

in Proapt Window: 'We don't recognize that symbol. Try again'

As soon as student enters equation, rewrite it

in the Equation Box provided under the Problea Window)

1

v

!

3. /Is SS an equation?/

( That is, does it have an '=" sign

with solething on both sides of it?)

--(-(- (In Prompt Window:) (--(--(-(---(----2 NO I--) (In :roapt Window:)

A !

'An equation vst 'An equation oust have an

have an equal equal sign. Try again.'

1 !

sign.'

YES

1 1 I

l0

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

1.

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

>-)-)->->-)-)-)-)-)-)->-)->
1

1

1

i
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I
4. /Is the constant consistent with the problem,/

(That is has the student made up a constant that is

not part of the problem. This information is problem-
1

dependent. In this case, accept only 1000 and O.

If 0 appears in eqn. by itself, sake sure It is tsol?ted on one
1

side of the equation. If any other number appears
A

flash that nui:Jer in the Equation line} I

A

1

A

1 1

NO--)-- (In Prompt. W.:) 'The number flashing in your

V equation is Incorrect. Try again' -)-)-)1

I I

I I

5, /Is the syntax of the equation legitimate,/

(For example, can't accept "A++-13=--C°.

Heed to have only one operation

between variables, etc.)

1
iv

iI
- <- < -( -(In Prompt W.)-4- -(- -(- -( <--2 NO 1-)-- (In Prompt Y. )

II

"The form o; your equation 'The form vf your equation --)--)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)--)-,

v looks ct7an;2.1 1 looks strange. Try again'

1

I YES

v

1 1---)---)-)-) '

I A (In Message W:) 'You saes to be i

" I hiving some difficulty. Press: 6. /Is the equation the same as 111=E410001

I I

1 To try again or '14:1000.E'?/

I 1

S To see the solution to the problem

1 1

Q To quit'

1 1

1 1

i

A

I

A

I

I

I

I

I .

I

I

1

. i

(10,17.1 ---(---(---(---<----.

I

A

YES

I

v

(hive random good response in

Prompt Window, and go to next problem)

i 1.



/Is it 'T'?/

J-(-(-(- YES NO

1 A

A A

I 1

A A

A .

1

1

1 1

t

it

1 1

1,1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 I

1 1

1 1 9.

1 1

(If no response in 5 seconds

/Is it l'?/ YES--)--END

NO

1

I (-(-(-(-(-(-(-(- NO YES

(Write in Nessage Window)

'Your equation is correct! But usually we put the variable

heing asked for on the left hand side, like we are now

showing above'

(Wait about 8 seccnds after this aessige appears. Then

erase the equation frog the Equation Box. Re-write it in

the standard fors, in this case 'M4+1000% and highlight it.

Then, la erospt Window, write the following sessage in

highlighted ;ors:)

NO

1. / Is the equation de sane as 1E+1000=N1 or 11000fE=M11/

/Is it 'S'?/ ND

BEEP ---)--

YES

(Branch to Probles Solution)

END OF THIS BRANCH

v (-(-(-(-(- YES

'Press Return to go to the next problee

-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)

(-(-(-(-(-(- B. /Is it some equation equivalent to M=E+10007/

(In Proapt Windom0

'Your equation is correct! it

However, let's try to write in the

L:y the probles asks'

(Wait 10 seconds and continue)

(In Message Vindom0

'Look at the highlighted portion of the

proble above. This gems thak M should

be alone on the left hand side of the equation,

try to rewrite your eouation with M alone

on the left hard side of the '=° sign, and press

(highlight portion: 'write an eq in terms of

return.'

E')

/input/ (-(-(-(-(-(-<-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-

I I .12

NO-)-)

v

v

/Does the equation begin with M= , where N is variable

being asked for in the proble10/

(-t-(-(- YES ND

v

v

(In Prompt W. write and malt 10 _aconds:)

' Let's write your equat:on in the way that

the probles asks and see if it's correct'

v

(In Message N. write)

' Look at the highlighted portion of the

probles above. This seans that M should

be alone on the left hand side of the equal

sign. Hit return to continue.'

(Highlight portion: 'write an eq ... in tern

of P. Wait for student to type in return. If

sore than 20 seconds pass, flash the phrase

' Hit return to continue' in the Messqe

When stident hits Return,

write the student's equation in canonical



type in erupt winnow and flash it0

1 1 'Peace type in your answer and press return' I

1

! 1

1 i
1

1
(Anal)ze input character by character.

II

Accept only #:, c'aracter which represents

i
the variable asked for, an+ an equal sign. I

I In this case, HT . If a '-' is hit fib
I

1 4 do not print and y:.e the following

Iin the Prompt Window)

1
'You don't need a minus sign on the left hand

I

side of the equal sign. Try again' I

(If any other key is hit, bPep, and give the

1 I following message in the Prompt Window)

1I'Read the problem and the hint above, and try again'

I

1

1 1

I1-(--(- YES /Stueent Sakes more than 3 mistakes?/
I :i

I

I 1
I

I

'Press Return to continue'

1*

1 1

NO

! !

I 1

1

I
(If the student types in K=, accept everything

ii

1 1

(After student types return, continue)

1

after the equal sign according the instructions

A in 2 and 4 above. When student finishes typing
:'I

!
1

1 I equation and presses re:,:rn, freeze the equation
1

A in the Equation Line for -omparison
I

v

I

1

!1 with the one in the equation box. I

Erase message in h. W.)
I 'Iv

I I
A A

v

I
1

1 :i

1

I I
v
1

:,

1 1

/Is the equation in the Equation line I

1

I

1

iv

I

M= DIC30 or N:1000+U/

I I
YES I

!
1 1 I

I Iv

I 1
1

II

(Random good response in Prompt Window.

I
vGo to next problem)

i ,

I

II 1-(-(-(-(-(-2 NO I
I

I

I

I 1

I

1

v

v

I
1

1 I

v
I

v

1

v

(In Prompt. WO
I

v

I

'The equation you've just typed in is not the

j

I

1

v

same as your orignal equation. Try again.'
I

v
1

I

(Erase everything in Message W, and type in it

I

v

the hints in the 8-YES branch above, i.e. 'look I

1

v
I

1

1

at the highlighted...)
1

I

1
1

->->-)..)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)->-)-)->-)->

v

v I(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(- 1

I I

v

13

form in the Equation line. Erase MessIge
Window, and write In it:)

'So you see how we have put M alone on the

left hand side of the equal sign. We're

doing that because the highlighted portion

of the problem asks for M.'

(Highlight p_lion: 'write an eq ... in terms

of E'.)

1

v

.(In Prot Window write the following

message and flash It if the student

does not repond in 15 seconds:)

!



A

I

I

16. /Is it 'M=E-1000' or 'M=-:000.E'

or "M=l-16001 +E° ?/

NO

V

V

I

YES

V

(In Message Window, write)

'Untoriunately, your answer is not

'Corect. Suppos- that the estimate, E,

$4000. According to your equation,

to such money, M, was actually

collected') Please give your answer

Is a number.'

V

)- (Input) -(- -(

NO (- -(- /Is the input a numerical value)/

{in Prompt Window)

'Please type a number

for M.'

(In Message Window) YES -( (-

'You're right! If E is 4000

your equation predicts that

M is 3000. But the problem

states that sore coney was

collected than was estimated.

So M oust be greater than E which

is not what your equation predicts.

Tr, again.'

I

I

I

I

I

I

A

V

V

(In Message Window, ---(---

'Your answer is still wrong. Substituting

E :4000 into your equation gives:

M=4000-1000=3000.

However, the problem says that the coney

collected, M, was $1000 sore (highlight "sore')

( than the estimate, E. So you see why your equation

can't be correct. Try to write a correct equation.

(If no response in 30 sec. write in Prompt W.:) 'We're

waiting for you to type in an equation.

YES

/ Is it3000?/

(- 2 (- NO -> 1 -)

(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-
V

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

(In Prompt Window. write:)

'No. Substituting E :4000 into

your equation does not give

. Try again.'

is the answer given by

the student. Route student bad: up

to input and erase his previous input)--)

17. /Is it 4=1000-E' or --)-- NO --)-)-)-)-)-)-)-)--)- 18. /Is it 91=-E-10001 or 91=( -E)+(-1000)

'M=( -E14100^ or li=-E+100"/ or 'M =(-E) -1000' or 4=-1000-E' or

'11 -1000)-E' or 43I-I0001-1-E17/

V

V

1 4



(In Message Window:)

'Your answer is not correct. Suppose

that the estisate, E, is $4000. According

to your equation, how such coney, N, was

actually collected? Please give your answer

as a nuserical value.'

v

1 < (--(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(-(

(INPUT) ( (

Y

.

1

/Is it a nuarical value?! --HO -)- (In Proapt Window:)

'Please type in a nusber

for H.'f
t

YES

v

Ho

(There should not be

a NO branch here if

all the tests were

carried out appropriately)

A A

I I

I 1

I I

\...,...."

YES

I

v

v

I

v

I

v

(In Message Window :)

'Your answer is not correct. Suppose

that the estisate, E, is $4000. According

to your equation, how such coney, M, was

actually collected? Please give your answer

as a numerical value.'

v

-)-)-)-)-)-) ) ) :

----(-- (INPUT) --- -( - - - < --

:

I
v

/Is it a nuserical value?! k0-)- (In Proapt Window :)

'Please type in a nunber

for H.'

-- YES--)--

/Is it '-3000' or 6-130001'?! HO, 1 --)---- (In Proapt Window :) --(-- 1, NO -(-- /Is it '-5000' or 6-(50001'?!

'No. Substituting E=4000 :

1

Into your equation does not
,

.

YES HO give ___.. Try again' NO

2 ("...' is the student's answer) 2, YES

.

.

v
Y.

(In Message Window) (In Message Windom:1

'Your answer is still wrong. Substituting 'Your answer is still wrong. Substituting

E=4000 into your equation gives: E-4000 into your equation gives: v

N=1000-4000=-3000. '1=-4000-1000=-5000.

This iaplies that the auction lost (highlight 'lost') $3vv0

However, tht problea states that the coney

collected, 0, was $1000 sore (highlight 'sore') than

the estisate, E. So you see why your equation

is wrong. Try to write a correct equation.'

1

1

v

4 1

This isplies that the auction lost (highlight v

'lost'). However, the problem states that

the coney collected, N, was $1000 sore

(highlight 'core') than the estisate, E.

So you see why your equation is wrong. Try

to write a correct equation.'
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(In Message

'You're right! If E=4000, your equation

predicts that 11 is -3000, but this would wean

that the auction lost
(highlight 'lost') $3000.

However, the problem states that the coney collected,

11, was $1000 eore
(highlight 'pore') than the

estimate, E. Think about this and try to type in

the correct equation.°
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(In Message Window:1

'You're right! If E=4000, your equation

predicts that 11 is -5000, which uould mean

that the auction lost (highlight 'lost') $5000.

However, the problem states that the eoney

collected, M, was $1000 sore (highlight 'acre')

than the estimate, E.
Think about this and try

to type in the correct equation.'
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